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Name: ________________________ 

Date _______________ Period _____ 

What’s Sculpture 
Define it in your own words: ______ 
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
Creativity show what makes for a 
strong 3-D design below... 

Fundamental Technique: 
1. Subtraction 

Define in your own words: ________ 
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

Creatively list media and diagram 
example below 

 
 

Fundamental Technique:  
3. Manipulation 

Define in your own words: ________ 
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

Creatively list media and diagram 
example below 

 

Fundamental Technique:  
2. Addition 

Define in your own words: ________ 
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

Creatively list Creatively list media 
and diagram example below 

 
 
 
 

 

Fundamental Technique:  
4. Duplication 

Define in your own words: ________ 
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

Creatively list media and diagram 
example below 

 

Creating Framework 
Creatively list  the ABC’s artist need 
to keep in mind when creating a 
sculpture: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Bonus points for use the same object 
for the next 3 set drawing activities. 

A. Form 
Explain in your own words how 
Forms and Shapes relate to Sculpture:  
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 

List the 7 ways to describe forms 
below and their simplest definitions 

1. _____________:  ______________ 

2. _____________:  ______________ 

3. _____________:  ______________ 

4. _____________:  ______________ 

5. _____________:  ______________ 

6. _____________:  ______________ 

7. _____________:  ______________ 



D. Point of View 
Sculpting In-the-Round 
Define “Sculpting in the round”  in 
your own words: ________________ 
_______________________________ 
Creatively demonstrate what it looks 
like below. Bonus points for relating 
to relief sculpting. 
 

B. Volume 
Define  Volume with an emphasis on 
how it relates to Sculpture: ________ 
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
 
How could emphasizing volume in 
sculpture add to a visual message?  __ 
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
 
On the next page create a drawing 
that emphasizes the Volume of your 
object. Bonus points for creating a 
dynamic composition with it as well. 

C. Mass 
Define Mass and how it relates to 
sculpture in your own words:  
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
How can you make a sculpture 
appear lighter? 
_______________________________ 
Why might an artist want it to look 
lighter? ________________________ 
_______________________________ 
How can you make a sculpture 
appear heavier? __________________ 
_______________________________ 
Why might an artist want it to look 
heavier?  _______________________ 
_______________________________ 

More Form Stuff! 
On this page and the next page, 
create a design showing examples of 
the 7 ways to describe form. Bonus 
Points for creative composition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Relief Sculpting 
Define “Relief Sculpting”  in your 
own words:  ____________________ 
_______________________________ 
Creatively demonstrate what it looks 
like above. Bonus points for relating 
to in the round sculpting. 

Below draw an object in two 
different ways (one looks heavier 
and 1 that looks lighter) Bonus 
points for strong composition. 


